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Path to Completion Summary 
 
You have found Talece! Whether through the internet, word of mouth, Talece’s events, or passing one of 

our projects, the process of delivering your home is simpler than you could imagine. Talece will discuss 

your project ideas and answer any questions you have regarding our prefab approach. This includes 

explaining the design, permitting, engineering, off-site manufacturing, logistic, and construction.  

 

The way building has not changed much in 50 years. The productivity revolution driven by technology 

has largely bypass the AEC industry, which is a key factor in the housing shortage and affordability crisis 

in the US. We HAVE to change. Talece provides end-to-end project management services and a global 

prefab supply chain network to execute the entire building delivery process. 

 

To help you understand our approach we have outlined our 4 phases process. 

 

Phase 1: Pre-Qualification (No Charge) 

The Talece’s FREE pre-qualification assessment and feasibility study includes initial discussions 

regarding the lots, project, parameters, and needs of the client. For small residential projects, such as 

single family/ AUD project, Talece will provide clients with several proved conceptual designs of your 

future homes with local architects.   

 

If client has their original design drawings, we will redline and comment on the client’s original design 

drawings.  It is an initial assessment to determine if the project has any known issues at a high level, 

which would prevent it from using our prefab construction systems. Each project presents different 

challenges depending on the project stage, project location, and original design drawings, etc.  

 

Deliverables: 

1. Site Analysis (If Applicable)  

2. Conceptual prefab designs with initial floor plans  

3. Formal report on the project and parameters 

4. Local budget estimation baseline and reference from Talece’s database  

5. Talece Budget estimation range (Conceptual)  

 

Phase 2: Project Review & Conceptual Budget (Flat Fee - No Contract) 

Once the pre-qualification assessment has been completed and it has been determined that the project is 

feasible, Talece will conduct a second review of the project and a deeper dive into any challenges the 

project may have in achieving success in prefab approach. This step also helps our client connect the 
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most suitable local GC & global manufacturer partners in Talece’s network (in-house or partnered) and 

produces the critical elements which will be required to get an idea of cost and schedule. 

 

Deliverables: 

1. Building overlay plans illustrating how the project would be formed using Talece’s prefab systems 

- Using drawings provided as background, Talece will work with our architects and other 

consultants to perform a detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the proposed building 

using Talece’s prefab systems. 

2. Base-Line prefab Specifications/Scope (High Level) 

- Outline potential minor modifications to the project and major challenges using prefab 

construction systems for client consideration in moving forward with a design.  

- Both CAD and PDF Drawings will be provided.  

3. Hypothetical Milestone Schedule for Design, Delivery and Installation 

4. Conceptual Budget Numbers  

5. Delivery and Logistic Budget 

6. Manufactures and GC Coordination to better understand the overall Budget, Scope & Schedule. 

An initial partner staffing plan will be provided.  

 

Phase 3: Preconstruction Services Agreement (Fee Based Services) 

The Preconstruction Services Agreement (PSA) is engaged at such time that Talece is confident the 

project is achievable using our Prefab systems and that our client can be successful with cost-efficiency 

and time-efficiency.  

 

It is during this step that Talece’s clients are able to access BIMPort™, Talece’s cloud-based project 

management platform, to work closely with our architects, engineers, and other consultants for better 

project management. BIMPort™ includes modules for 3D Building Information Dashboard, Budgeting 

Estimation System, Real-time Design Collaboration System, etc.  
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Deliverables: 

1. Work with the Architect and consultants to develop the final design utilizing Talece’s prefab best 

practices. CD will be produced and delivered to the client.  

2. Prefab System Specification/Scope coordinated with project manual from manufacturers.  

3. Project Schedule for Design, Manufacturer, Delivery and Installation (detailed and coordinated 

with all stakeholders) 

4. Manufacturer Quotation. A detailed Bill of Materials will be provided. 

5. Delivery Quotation 

6. Installation Quotation 

7. Finalize the construction plan with Manufacturer and GC to complete the overall Budget, Scope & 

Schedule. 

8. Powered by Talece’s BIMPort™ Platform 

Based on the design and specifications we will revise the conceptual construction budget to an actual 

total construction sum that will be basis for a Construction Agreement. 

 

Phase 4: Construction Services Agreement (Fee Based Services) 

The Construction Services Agreement (CSA) is engaged to help our client manage the manufacturing, 

delivery, and on-site construction of the project. As an end-to-end prefab solution provider, Talece will 

become your construction manager to make sure onsite assemble follow our best practice, and the 

project is on schedule and under budget. All processes will be powered by Talece’s BIMPort™ Platform. 

 

Deliverables: 

1. Building permit submittal package 

- The structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing and civil engineering is all completed at this time 

by Talece’s in-house (or partnered) licensed firms. These drawings will become part of the 

approval submittal package. 

2. Construction Agreement 

- Talece will prepare a construction agreement with our in-house or partnered GCs, which will 

include every facet of the project from submitting your plans for approvals to handing you the 

keys. 

3. Factory Manufacturing Administration 

This may be the most critical and unique part for a prefab project. Leveraging integrated supply chain 

resources, Talece provides end-to-end manufacturing services for our clients, including ordering 

management, material management, off-site fabrication management and quality assurance, etc.  
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Manufacturer’s pre-installation QA process ©Talece 

4. Logistic Management 

- Talece will take care of the logistics for you, including warehouse storage, shipping, and custom. 

The ocean freight shipping takes approximately 20-30 days depends on the location of the port, 

seasonal demands as well as weather conditions.  

 

5. Site Construction Management 

Talece will act as an on-site project manager to work with our GC. Train and inspect local workers 

to follow the prefab best practice, making sure all building systems can be assembled smoothly. 

 

6. Mortgage Provider Connecting (If Applicable) 

Talece is well connected with several innovative mortgage providers, such as Better Mortgage. 

For investor and builder clients, Talece is happy to work with you to structure a solid commercial 

real estate construction financing plan for you as well as efficient mortgages tailored for prefab 

homes for your future tenants. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


